The CollectivED Fellowship
Building an education community where collaborative conversations create powerful professional learning

CollectivED Values and
Purpose
Encourage and enable collaborative
conversations which create powerful
professional learning
Build capacity in the work of educators
and leaders to create contexts which
support inclusive career-long and
profession-wide learning
Work to break down barriers to
professional development through
positive engagement with the education
sector and allied practitioners
Increase the opportunities for
educational change through enhanced
professional agency and wellbeing

CollectivED Research,
Practice and
Engagement
Expand the available knowledge base on
coaching, mentoring and collaborative
professional development through
research

Make the knowledge base accessible and
develop new approaches to active
knowledge exchange

CollectivED Fellows

Contribute to the shared CollectivED
knowledge base through a working paper
or at a hub event or conference

Articulate how their practice and / or
research aligns with the purposes and
values of CollectivED

Gain validation from a peer, colleague,
mentee or coachee

Build regional, national and international
networks through publications, events
and social media

Engage with the CollectivEd Fellowship
community to sustain positive impacts on
the lives of educators and outcomes for
learners.

If you have contributed to a CollectivED working paper or at a hub event or conference and would like more information about becoming a fellow please email
CollectivED@leedsbeckett.ac.uk. There is no fee for fellowship.

Information on Fellowship Status and Application
•

The CollectivED Fellowship status is an approach to help us to build our networks, and to support Fellows in connecting with each other.

•

As we are not an ‘institution’ we cannot offer Fellows letters after their name – but we would like to invite people to become recognised and
encourage them to add ‘CollectivED Fellow’ to their CV or profile.

•

Fellows would hold the status for 3 years and then could reapply to prove currency if they chose to.

•

There is no fee for application of Fellowship status.

•

Successful fellows will be profiled in CollectivED Working Papers.

•

We will work to support the Fellowship community to sustain positive impacts on the lives of educators and outcomes for learners and we will invite
Fellows to be proactive in developing approaches to this.

Applications
•

The first qualifying criteria is contribution to a CollectivED event or working paper.

•

We ask for 500-750 words from the applicant which allows them to articulate how their own practice and / or research aligns with the purposes and
values of CollectivED.

•

In addition to this we ask for 150-250 words from a colleague / peer /mentee/coachee as validation.

•

Decisions on CollectivED Fellow status will be made by a ‘Fellowship Committee’ made up of members of the CollectivED Advisory Board who will join
Professor Rachel Lofthouse (Director of CollectivED) to review applications.

•

Applications can be submitted at any point during the academic year and the committee will review these at several points each year.

•

If you would like to make an application for CollectivED Fellowship please email CollectivED@leedsbeckett.ac.uk for an application form.

